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Objectives of the seminar series

Identifying key issues related to sustainability in resources and 

environment 

Addressing the multivariate components of those issues; 

identifiying trends

Taking position(s) with respect to desired outcomes of global to 

local management

Positioning analyses in a local to global continuum

Identifying future research needs

Addressing links with policies



The biggest challenges for

humanity are not hunger,

climate, poverty, biodiversity

loss, wars, terrorism etc…

but our capacity to design

new ways to organise

ourselves globally to solve

them….



An overriding concern…..

« Managing the TRANSITION «

From unsustainable practices to a sustainable world….

Time frame…. 2020-2050-2100

FORMAT

Short presentations 

Identification of issues

Discussion

Attribution of topics (homework) for further examination

Field trip



RATIONALE

A. WHY develop and maintain global understanding ?

Why is it important for Indonesia

from size to power

from  national concerns  to global responsabilities

……….

B. WHY attempt to project in the future ?  Foresight



Output

A better appreciation of relative importance of the components of 

« sustainability » 

A more correct perspective on « priorities »

A method for imagining a desirable future

Adding to collective knowledge

Applying to real landscape



An global examination resources and environment questions is critical for 

several reasons: 

Scientific understanding of the earth system

- identify evolution and changes

- identify the role of man in this evolution

- define research agendas (innovation)

Addressing geopolitical issues related to the management and sharing of space

and resources

- optimize their use, conservation 

- evaluate impacts of human action

- anticipate global outcome of local actions, prevent negative effects



An global examination resources and environment questions is critical for 

several reasons (Cont’d):

Economic development : business opportunities, export

economies of scale

securing supplies

Individual concerns : solidarity, ethics, sharing,

Professional : insertion of work in « scale » context







2020                  2050                               2100

NEEDS

Earth’s capacity

Earth Capacity

Human needs



The 2000 era:

Addressing global issues (ecosystem services, 

resources, climate) 

Answering societal needs (food, energy, security) 

Supporting policies

Focus is on detecting , measuring and 

understanding the

« D »
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Searching for the    «  D »



PAST PRESENT FUTURE

Life history monitoring foresight

D D

Tools

Archives, n models ,theory ,observing systems, geoinfo, 

statistics, debate, crowd-x, etc…

A challenge: 

identifying the D



D = Xt2 – Xt1

Requires definition of :

• Measured parameter (X) 

• Reference period (t2-t1)

• Territory over which measurement

applies (! Global)

• Temporal resolution (significant)



X = forest cover
Definition of forest by FAO

Land spanning more than 0.5 hectares with trees higher than 5 meters and a canopy cover of 
more than 10 percent, or trees able to reach these thresholds in situ.

Oil palm plantation, pulp trees (acacias sp ) etc…qualify?
10% forest cover ?
Biodiversity, species mix, canopy layers, etc…?

It does not include land that is predominantly under agricultural or urban land use.

Tree plantation excluded



Alternative

Choose a quantitative parameter: ex Biomass

Whatever choice, it is imperative to be consisten between T1 and T2



The changing context of global food security



The breakfast imperative

The goal for 2050 is that every single person will have every
morning on his/her table enough quality food to carry out the 
day in a meaningful manner.

Agriculture and food systems will need to deliver and make
accessible such food ‘package’  to everyone, in a sustainable
and equitable manner.

The four pillars of food security are: food availability, access to food, 
utilization and stability



SUSTAINABILITY

A sustainable food « production » system is one that

- provides and makes available adequate quality food to 
meet the demand (D)

- does not in the long term overdraw or permanently damage the 
renewable resources

A the global level, such system will  not affect the capacity of the earth  (P) to 
continue feeding a growing population.

Sustainability is strongly controlled by innovations (T) leading to increase 
efficiencies and reduce negative impacts.



FOOD – the challenges ahead

Will there be enough food to feed 10 billions people ?    

Yes, says the FAO…..but

Will everyone have access to nutritious food

Probably 1 billion experiencing food
deficiency –(obesity!)

Can we grow/raise/harvest food in a sustainable manner? 

Not there yet? 





Food Production index Indonesia 2006-2012





In 2030, more than 60% of the world 

population will live in cities.

Feeding the world will

first be feeding cities…..!
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Urbanization to accelerate globally

Source: UN, World Population Assessment 2007.

MEETING DEMAND IN 

FOOD PRODUCTS

more than

FOOD NEEDS



THE NUMBER OF UNDERNOURISHED PEOPLE 
IN 

THE WORLD HAS BEEN

ON THE RISE SINCE 2015, 

AND IS BACK TO LEVELS SEEN IN 2010–2011



FAO 2019 

Recent editions of the report showed that the decline in hunger the world had enjoyed for over a 
decade was at an end, and that hunger was again on the rise. This year, the report shows that the 
global level of the prevalence of undernourishment has stabilized; however, the absolute number 
of undernourished people continues to increase, albeit slowly. More than 820 million people in the 
world are still hungry today, underscoring the immense challenge of achieving the Zero Hunger 
target by 2030. Hunger is rising in almost all subregions of Africa and, to a lesser extent, in Latin 
America and Western Asia. We welcome the great progress seen in Southern Asia in the last five 
years, but the prevalence of undernourishment in this subregion is still the highest in Asia. Another 
disturbing fact is that about 2 billion people in the world experience moderate or severe food 
insecurity. The lack of regular access to nutritious and sufficient food that these people experience 
puts them at greater risk of malnutrition and poor health.



MONITORING ?





With global food production 
matching growth in the global 
population, significant pressure 
is now being placed on the 
functionality of the Supply 
Chains required to deliver this 
food to the customer.





A clusters approach to analyzing food systems of the 
future:

1. 
Resilience

2.
sustainability

3.
poverty alleviation/equity

4.
production cluster



OECD-FAO 2013: Net agricultural output to slow…… in next decade

DETECTING LONG TERM CHANGE GLOBALLY



Projected supply and demand.



Future farming will see changes in all dimensions:

•Inputs : improved seeds, fertlizers, pesticides

•Practices : land and water management, cropping systems, land use intensity

•Training, access to capital , information technologies

•Ouputs : enabling environment, infrastructure, markets

•Farm economics, regional to global trade

New farming systems

Towers
City Farming
Horticulture



Enabling Environment,
(infrastructure, markets, land tenure, education, etc)

International 
commodity market, 

Capital flows, WTO

Economic 
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From food insecurity to food systems approach
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-Global footprint today = 1.4

- in 2050? (1.4 + % proportionnel à D pop)

- satisfaction of primary needs and secondary needs

-e.g affluent mobility, a key new 

social phenomena



Underlying consequences of urbanisation

•Radical change in diets with affluence and life style
• Consumer requirements for diverse, fresh

and more diversified food
• More high energy food
• Dominance of Marketing

•Massive food chain logistic undertaking

•Food insecurity
Will food insecurity massively move from country side
to urban centers?
Patterns of food insecurity : two cities within a city

•Double burden : malnutrition and obesity

Useful to distinguish here between

- supply of calories (cereals) :transregional, 
international trade

- supply of nutrients : hinterland, local 
markets, urban agriculture



RURAL   
PRODUCER

Hinterland

URBAN 
CONSUMER

FOOD -
nutrients

CAPITAL, 
INNOVATION,
CUSTOMER 
REQUIREMENTS

FOOD -
calories

URBAN 
agriculture

For food security: 

relevance of different 

types of rural-urban 

mosaics

e.G « rurbanisation » or 

large scale metropolis..?

policies

policies

A 
production 

mosaic



Urban centers

3x500 000 people
15 x 100 000 people



Food Security in the 2050ies+

from 

access to food that people need

to 

access to food that people desire…..



In other words…..

What should we have for dinner?” 

Or

Will there be anything for dinner?”



The production mosaic

Food is produced in a wide variety of systems (industrial farms, 
household farms, agroecological systems, cooperatives, plantations, 
animal husbandry, vegetable farms, specialised products etc…)

Those systems are distributed over the arable land landscapes in a 
way that follow natural resources, market conditions, investments, 
history, geography,  



Complex agricultural mosaic : The Mekong Delta
Irrigated rice, hoestead gardens, sugarcane,vegetable 
gardens, mangrove, villages etc….;



The production mosaic (Cont’d)

Future « production » mosaics may need to be adjusted so as to respect the 
following objectives

- maximize food production per unit of resources
- reduced environmental impact
- secure livelihood to largest number of people
- optimize proximity to food markets (nutrients, animal products)
- maintain sustainable economic return
- integrated part of land use (!conflicting uses)
- respect for local dietary habits



Key global issues towards horizon 2030

. Major urbanisation trends and its trail of consequences for food systems

. Growing affluence x demography – the food transition

. Capital in agriculture

. Stability, resilience

. Sustainability of production to consumption

. Research and innovation

. Global trade

. A changing mosaic of agricultural systems

URBANISATION

SUSTAINABILITY

MOSAIC of FOOD 

SYSTEMS



- D P = Un vrai signal global

-jamais vu dans l’histoire de l’humanité

-aujourd’hui en plein période “active” – bonne/mauvaise nouvelle?

-Tous les matins du monde: 7, 9, 10 milliards de bouches à nourrir

-Taux de croissance <0.5 en 2030 – bonne nouvelle?

-Si empreinte globale est aujourd’hui de 1.2 en termes d’utilisation des resources, que sera-t-elle

en 2050? (1.2 + % proportionnel à D pop)

- satisfaction de besoins primaires / besoins secondaires



The context

Since the food crisis of 2008 there has been a regain of 
interest for issues related to food security.

e.g G8 Food Security Initiative, 
2009; UN Com. On World Food 
Security; G20 Action Plan on 
Food  Price Volatility; G8 New 
Alliance for food Security and 
Nutrition 2012; MDG post-2015; 
etc.

EU Food Security Policy 
Framework 2010; Food 
Security Implementation 
plan 14-20; EU resilience 
Policy Framework 2012.



2008-2009  

increase in agriclutural comodity prices: + 17%

(céréals +39% !!!)

Offer     climate (drought in Russia, Brazil, Australia)

diversion of land towards biofuels (USA 1/3 A 
maïs – ethanol)

Demand    population, affluence

Input costs   water, énergy, fertilizers, pesticides

A dangerous mix…….!





FAO Food Price index 2014  : 204 from 210

Cereals: 185.4 points in July, down 10.7 points (5.5 percent) from June and as much as 36.9 
points (16.6 percent) below one year ago. …….significant falls in international prices of maize 
(down 9.2 percent) and wheat (down 5.8 percent), a reaction to excellent production prospects 
in many major producing countries and to the anticipation of abundant exportable supplies in the 
2014/15 marketing season.



A new perspective………

Matching supply to demand for all citizens of the world

1 * no more hunger, famine and malnutrition

2 * answering changing requirements of an increasingly
affluent society

1 * answering changing requirements of an increasingly
affluent society

2 * no more hunger, famine and malnutrition



Main lessons learned:

Feeding a world population of 9-10 billions should not be taken for 
granted – crises can happen

Prospects are to be regularly reviewed and adjusted (short to medium 
term)

Highly complex food system is not centrally managed and touches 
many fields



Capital

Resources humaines  (9 milliards>7 milliards !)

Globalization des échanges (solidarité, connaissances,  connectivité ..

Technologies, inventions, sciences, connaissance

Prise de conscience collective

Ressources naturelles

- renouvelables

- non renouvelables + récupérables

The long term is now an urgent topic of study
Can we borrow time until dP<0 (2070)?
We cannot project using constant technology

“Surprise should be no surprise !”



Future farming will see changes in all dimensions:

•Inputs : improved seeds, fertlizers, pesticides

•Practices : land and water management, cropping systems, land use intensity

•Training, access to capital , information technologies

•Ouputs : enabling environment, infrastructure, markets

•Farm economics, regional to global trade

New farming systems

Towers
City Farming
Horticulture





Monitoring for Food Security is to be viewed in this new context

-Adverting crisis situations (early warning)

-Permanent Routine monitoring (surveillance)

-Detection of change

-Ensuring transparency (data exchange- see G20 GLAM initiative)

KEY TO SUCCESS

DEALING WITH SPATIAL SCALES  :   FROM 
LOCAL TO GLOBAL

DEALING WITH CHANGE  : FROM SHORT 
TO LONG TERM



Technology and innovation have key role to play in drive towards 
sustainabilty

- plant production, cropping system efficiencies (e.g. multiple cropping, water use, 
precision farming, biotechnologies,…)

- reduction of negative environmental impacts (energy, fertiliser use, pesticides, 
herbicides, GHG emissions) and increase resilience

- information systems linking demand and 

production

- food processing,  conditioning

- nutrition, health, dietary habits





Main thematic areas in agriculture 
monitoring

(I)General Land cover and land use mapping

(II)Crop types mapping, including

–Dynamic crops mapping (rotations)

–Fallow lands mapping

(III) Crop status monitoring as an input to yield 
assessment, including

–Calendar of plant phenology

–Growth conditions (supported by agromet.)



Saudi Arabia : pivot irrigation for grain production using deep 

underground fossil water- not sustainable but driven by food security 

concerns

DETECTING



China
Bumper harvest
2010 - VGT



Complex agricultural mosaic : The Mekong Delta
Irrigated rice, hoestead gardens, sugarcane,vegetable 
gardens, mangrove, villages etc….;



Annual mapping of arable lands using 
MODIS data time-series
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2007年-2011年

水稻播种面积变化分布图

根据2007年-2011年黑

龙江省水稻播种面积变化图

,面积变化较大的地区有:

1.三江地区

2.松嫩地区----嫩江两岸

3.中部地区----松花江两岸

4.拉 林 河----五常



三江地区

抚远县

抚远县水稻播种面积变化图斑
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2007-2011年推算

单位:万亩

误差:  -2.08%

From rainfed corn to 
irrigated rice

Infrastructure

Water availability

Processing, 
marketing





China - Identification of rice growing seasons

Dataset

• SPOT-VGT, NDVI, 10 daily

• Rice crop mask (JRC)

Methodology

• Auto-correlation

• Comparison with FAO statistics
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Northern Korea, rice 2008

SPOT-VGT NDVI analysis
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Deviation of seasonal NDVI maximum from 
long-term average maximum (SPOT-VGT)
pp – higher than average, p – slightly higher 
than average, o – close to average, n – slightly 
lower than average, nn – lower than average; 
Red figures indicate for each province, the most 
similar past year in term of NDVI time profile



The NDVI seasonal profile departure from multi-annual mean has demonstrated anomalies whish are caused by drought in 
several regions of European part of Russia, such as Rostov, Samara, Tatarstan and Bashkortostan.

Spring crops of year 2013 NDVI seasonal 
profile departure from multi-annual mean



Mars Bulletin, June 2013

Courtesy Bettina Baruth

Photo jpm
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Change in greeness of vegetation surface

- early growth
- duration of growing season
- increase in accumulated 
photosynthetic activity

Longterm
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Vegetation
Index



Changes in greeness of vegetation surface :

- increase in peak biomass
- increase in total cumilative photosynthethic 
activity





Some free thinking………

The demand in 2050 will be + 70% as compared to today.

Can we produce that,? "yes we can"!..theoretically. But for a while we may gnaw a bit more at our resources (land, 
water, fertilizers, forests,  etc).

There is little choice because of the “breakfast imperative” since generalized fully sustainable agriculture is still 
further down the line in time.

To feed the world you will unavoidably need high input agriculture for a few decades. In Africa for example you will 
triple yields with fertilizers, hybrid seeds and a bit of education/training

In the US, the mid term objective is 60% more grain yield (yes!) with 30% less energy, 30% less water and 30 less N 
fertilizers (secret of trade is called "GMO" and "precision farming").  

It is misguided to place sustainability as an absolute goal per se; it is an important guide for setting 
efficiency steps at levels "we can afford" at a specific time.



The biggest challenges for

humanity are not hunger,

climate, poverty, biodiversity

loss, wars, terrorism etc…

but our capacity to design

new ways to organise

ourselves globally to solve

them….



but

Is there a risk that  the pursuit of sustainability and resilience lead to the

non-achievement of food security for all in 2050?

If yes, what are the options?
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The food industry has been attracting 
extra attention of other kinds. For years 

some of the most popular television 
programmes in English-speaking countries 
have been cooking shows. That may point 

to a healthy interest in food, but then 
again it may not. 

The historian Livy thought the Roman 
empire started to decay when cooks 

acquired celebrity status. 



Wild Cards Survey for Food Security Study

1. Which key socio-economic uncertainties could arise by 

2030?

a) Mistrust of industrial food production leads to collapse of 

national food industries and global refined food trade.

b) The new middle-class soaring demand in Asia increases the 

share of meat production in developing countries to 80%, 

and world meat production by 100%. Is this a wild card or 

mainly an emerging and dominant driver..? 

c) The international trade regime remains unfavourable to 

developing countries, as WTO trade talks fail, while 

developed countries continue to protect their markets 

through tariff barriers and subsidies for production. A most 

likely future since any attempt to regulate global food trade 

have so far been unsuccessful. 

d) Etc…..
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Confusion between the scientific and political definitions of 
climate change:

•
Scientific  definition :

Climate change may be due to natural processes or to persistent anthropogenic presssure. Research 
will apportion the two effects.

Political definition

Equates ‘climate change’ with human-caused climate change and  attributes negative impacts to 
human activities

The heart of
scientific and policy debate :

Natural climate variability
versus

Human-caused CC



22-10-19

Insufficient observational evidence

Disagreement about the value of different classes
of evidence (e.g. global climate models)

Disagreement about the appropriate logical
framework for linking and assessing the evidence

Assessments of areas of ambiguity & ignorance
•
Belief polarization as a result of politicization
of the science

Recognition of Uncertainty •
Accepting Doubt  and Ignorance



4 Scenarios

…FAO: the world can feed 9 b people   (FAO, 2013) 
but not in a sustainable manner

Some agricultural systems and improvement in food 
chain can lead to global sustainable Food System

Failure of production systems to provide adequate 
supply and strong damages to environment

Sustainability of food systems is reached but 
production is short of requirements

GE.10-17849
Human Rights Council
Sixteenth session
Agenda item 3
Promotion and protection of all human rights, civil,
political, economic, social and cultural rights,
including the right to development
Report submitted by the Special Rapporteur on the right to
food, Olivier De Schutter

1

2

3

4



The dimensions of sustainability

(beyond its economic, social and environmental pillars…)

Starting point : current production systems are not sustainable (resource 
mining, degradation, energy etc)

At which level does sustainability have to apply?

if it is at global level then some regions (systems) can be more or less 
sustainable than other as long as overall equilibrium is reached???

What is the time horizon over which sustainability has to be reached ?
immediately, grace  period toward 2050, fully applied beyond….?

More realistic to shoot for :  progressively less unsustainable….?



But,

Climate impacts on food production need to be better 
addressed :

•Future agriculture will be driven by more 

important agents of change such as 

technology and innovation, investments, 

markets, demand and new diets, etc.

Climate is the « changing » context in 

which those forces will operate.



L'écologie* est une science.....

Elle ne s'occupe ni du bien ni du mal.

La climatologie** est une science

Elle ne devrait s'occuper ni du bien ni du mal... !

Un changement climatique n'est ni bon ni mauvais en soi.....

Il ne l'est que pas rapport à ses impacts sur la vie de l'humanité

Ceux-ci peuvent être désirés, non-désirés, tolérés, combattus etc...

* science des rapports entre les êtres vivants et leur milieu
** branche de la géographie physique qui examine les mécanismes régissant les conditions atmosphériques à long terme



Science

Politique Idéologie

Among the sustainability parameters « climate change « has taken front stage in scientific and political circles. This has led 

Re. Global warming, the role of greenhouse gases therein and the human contribution to GHG emissions.



Global mean temperature

T difference with the average over the period 1961-90 (°C)

103
JRC-EP Interface WG 18 Sept 2007

2007-
2015



•Impacts will be on whole (eco-, agroeco-)systems and not on individual 
components (e.g. a single crop) of those systems.

•Slow changes favour natural adaptation (rate of change)

•Are we not confusing climate variability (a probabilistic rule) with climate 
change ?

•Negative impacts are more dramatic then identifying new opportunities
?

•Plants respond to combination of T/P/{GHG}?

•Spatial patterns of CC as well as of its potential (+ or -) impacts must be 
identified at regional to subregional scale.





But
12 years above
trend



From food insecurity to food systems approach
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Technology and innovation have key role to play in drive towards 
sustainabilty

- plant production, cropping system efficiencies (e.g. multiple cropping, water use, 
precision farming, biotechnologies,…)

- reduction of negative environmental impacts (energy, fertiliser use, pesticides, 
herbicides, GHG emissions) and increase resilience

- information systems linking demand and 

production

- food processing,  conditioning

- nutrition, health, dietary habits



Underlying consequences of urbanisation

•Massive food chain logistic undertaking

•Radical change in diets with affluence and life style
Consumer requirements for diverse, fresh and more 

diversified food
More high energy food
Dominance of Marketing

•Food insecurity
Will food insecurity massively move from country 

side to urban centers
Patterns of food insecurity : two cities within a city

•Double burden : malnutrition and obesity

Useful to distinguish here between

- supply of calories (cereals)     -transregional, 
international trade

- supply of nutrients  - hinterland, local markets, 
urban agriculture



RURAL   
PRODUCER

Hinterland

URBAN CONSUMER

FOOD -
nutrients

CAPITAL, 
INNOVATION,
CUSTOMER 
REQUIREMENTS

FOOD -
calories

URBAN 
agriculture

For food security: 

relevance of different 

types of rural-urban 

mosaics

e.G « rurbanisation » or 

large scale metropolis..?

policies

policies



Production de soja pour l’alimentation animale



Livestock related land use change:
Deforestation in the Neotropics

Demand for meat is 
the dominant factor 
in the opening of 
new land for crop 
production



Dedicated global surveillance of vegetation

with

VEGETATION instrument on Spot 4 (1998)

and Spot 5 (2002)

2013 - 2018 Proba-Vegetation

=

+ 20 years of continuity



Principles of the Vegetation « series »

•Global coverage and acquisition

•Daily revisiting

•Ground resolution at relevant scale for global monitoring

•SPOT VGT1km,
•PROBA V 330m,
•Successors Proba V+ 100m

•Observations dedicated to vegetation cover characteristics (l)

•Capacity to process to answer requirements

•Intelligence to transform data into information

MANY ACTORS



http://tsviewer.vito-eodata.be/
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Watching the tech trends

Data Mining

Simulation

Modelling

Data
Infrastructures

Networks

KETs

Sensors

Visualisation

3D
Virtual Labs

Web 2 technologies

Open source/Knowledge
sharing

Exascale
Supercomputers

Science
Clouds

Digital
Libraries



Haiti earthquake 2011

1645 SMS reports
crowdsourced data to predict the
structural damage of
buildings.

compared to measurements based on
high resolution imagery of structural
damage.

Web 2.0+, “big data, crowdsourcing, crowdmapping, cloud 
computing, ubiquitous sensors, drones, etc….



The future:

…..ubiquitous and uniform access, intelligent agents and  semantic web, will enable 
even greater shifts in transparency and access to data than previous generations 
could have ever imagined.

EO will be “seamlessly” embedded in a web of many other 
data sources.

Web 2.0+, “big data, crowdsourcing, crowdmapping, cloud 
computing, ubiquitous sensors, satellite earth observations, 
drones, etc….





The power of satellite observations will be multiplied when

combined with emerging global data gathering approaches:

* Sensors everywhere  (a chip on every leaf…!)

* Crowd sourcing and mapping

* Big data mining (‘googelisation’, digital earth etc..)

* Agility of civilian drones



The seamless integration of new data sources 
together with satellite data will represent the 
foundation of global knowledge of the future

This sector offers numerous possibility for 
innovation



SUSTAINABILITY

A sustainable food « production » system is one that

- provides and makes available adequate quality food to 
meet the demand (D)

- does not in the long term overdraw or permanently damage the 
renewable resources

A the global level, such system will  not affect the capacity of the earth  (P) to 
continue feeding a growing population.

Sustainability is strongly controlled by innovations (T) leading to increase 
efficiencies and reduce negative impacts.



The breakfast imperative

The goal for 2050 is that every single person will have every 
morning on his/her table enough quality food to carry out the 
day in a meaningful manner.

Agriculture and food systems will need to deliver and make 
accessible such food ‘package’  to everyone, in a sustainable 
and equitable manner.



but

Is there a risk that  the pursuit of sustainability and resilience lead to the

non-achievement of food security for all in 2050?

If yes, what are the options?
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Underlying consequences of urbanisation

▪ Radical change in diets with affluence and life style
▪ Consumer requirements for diverse, fresh and more diversified food
▪ More high energy food
• Dominance of Marketing / Massive food chain logistic undertaking

•Food insecurity

Will food insecurity massively move from country side to urban centers?

New patterns of food insecurity

•Double burden : malnutrition and obesity

Useful to distinguish here between

- supply of calories (cereals) :transregional, 
international trade

- supply of nutrients : hinterland, local markets, 
urban agriculture
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For food security: 

relevance of 

different types of 

rural-urban mosaics:

« rurbanisation » or 

large scale

metropolis..?

policies

policies

GLOBAL 
MARKET

Sustainability: a new deal 
between cities and 

countryside? 



A clusters approach to analyzing food systems of the 
future:

1. 

resilience : all along the food chain to respond to uncertainty, shocks and 

turbulences.
Resistance to stress, shoks, events (price, energy, climate variability strategies 
etc)
Role of innovation

2.

sustainability: ban to over –grazing, drawdown of water, plowing and co2 etc

Keep the long term always in sight and identify how much we can reduce 
production to day to maintain production in the future

3.

poverty alleviation/equity: access to inputs/assets, tools, knowledge, resources, 

credit etc ; access to food itself. Integrated approach; the enabling 
environment

4.
production cluster; if we now how to produce enough we know have to learn to do so 

with less resources and less impacts. Knowledge intensive more innovation.



Technology and innovation have key role to play in drive towards
sustainabilty

- plant production, cropping system efficiencies (e.g. multiple cropping, water use, 
precision farming, biotechnologies,…)

- reduction of negative environmental impacts (energy, fertiliser use, pesticides, 
herbicides, GHG emissions) and increase resilience

- information systems linking demand and 

production 

- food processing,  conditioning

- nutrition, health, dietary habits



Confusion between the scientific and political 

definitions of climate change:

•

Scientific  definition :

Climate change may be due to natural processes or to persistent 

anthropogenic presssure. Research will apportion the two effects.

Political definition

Equates ‘climate change’ with human-caused climate change and  attributes 

negative impacts to human activities

The heart of

scientific and policy debate :

Natural climate variability 

versus

Human-caused CC



Insufficient observational evidence

Disagreement about the value of different classes

of evidence (e.g. global climate models)

Disagreement about the appropriate logical

framework for linking and assessing the evidence

Assessments of areas of ambiguity & ignorance

•

Belief polarization as a result of politicization

of the science

Recognition of Uncertainty • 

Accepting Doubt  and Ignorance 
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MA Scenarios

– Not predictions – scenarios are 

plausible futures

– Both quantitative models and 

qualitative analysis used in 

scenario development



Scenario Storylines

– Global Orchestration Globally 

connected society that focuses on 

global trade and economic 

liberalization and takes a reactive 

approach to ecosystem problems 

but that also takes strong steps to 

reduce poverty and inequality and 

to invest in public goods such as 

infrastructure and education.

– Order from Strength Regionalized 

and fragmented world, concerned 

with security and protection, 

emphasizing primarily regional 

markets, paying little attention to 



Scenario Storylines

– Adapting Mosaic Regional 

watershed-scale ecosystems are the 

focus of political and economic 

activity.  Local institutions are 

strengthened and local ecosystem 

management strategies are 

common; societies develop a 

strongly proactive approach to the 

management of ecosystems.

– TechnoGarden Globally connected 

world relying strongly on 

environmentally sound technology, 

using highly managed, often 

engineered, ecosystems to deliver 



L'échelle importe...

- Ecosystèmes et construction sociales opèrent à des échelles très variées et parfois incompatibles
- Les forces en jeu dépendent des échelles 
- Les impacts sont ressentis plus ou moins fort à différentes échelles
- Les interactions entre différentes échelles (micro-macro; court-long terme sont importantes. 
Une attention unique à une seule échelle peut cacher des interactions importantes (évaluations 
multiéchelles)
- Une approche intégrée du développement durable est obligatoirement liée à la géographie et au 
temps
- Upscaling, downscaling (ex: décision de land use/ aggregation des effets). Importance 
méthodologique
- Le choix d'échelle n'est pas politiquement neutre



We need to start talking about what kind of planet we 
want to live on



The problem is, 

what works for me will very likely not work for you. 

So by focusing on environmental limits instead of on the social strategies that enable better 
environmental and social outcomes, we fail to engage the only force of nature that can help us: 
human aspirations for a better future.

, it is people, and their institutions — not science — that will decide the future.
Or is it the “market”….?

talking more about the better future we want, and less about the future we don’t. It’s 
about articulating values, and about sharing, fairly, the only planet we have with one another and 
the rest of life on earth. 


